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Churchill Downs: Spring Meet 2017 
Twenty-First Day: Friday, June 2, 2017 
Post Time: 12:45 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats To Date: 201-54-37-31—27%W, 61%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
The dark bay filly INDIAN TRICK creeps down in class for Hall of Fame 
conditioner Jack Van Berg and should get a great trip sitting off projected 
front-runners SOCIAL ICON and CHARGERS MISS. Daughter of Adios 
Charlie has demonstrated mild improvement with blinkers and gets in 
light with the “bug boy” Rogelio Miranda in the boot. I like how she broke 
running, carved out a quick pace (:22 3/5, :45 4/5), was collared yet re-
rallied to claim place money in a heat that went in an honest 1:23 and 
change for $30K maiden claimers; choice. KARMIC DESTINY didn’t show 
much on debut on the opening night of the meet and was difficult to load, 
however the lightly raced four-year-old will take a marked class drop in 
this spot from maiden allowance to $20K maiden claiming company this 
afternoon. She has plenty of upside making just her second career start 
and her gate antics on debut may have taken something out of her chances 
in the race; contends on the drop if she loads. ISOTOPE has yet to pick her 
feet up in two prior starts, as she has managed to beat one horse. Positives 
include the hard class drop from maiden special weight company into this 
$20K maiden claiming heat, and she will be making her first start for the 
Tom Amoss barn. She hasn’t been seen at the races in over six-months, but 
the time off may have agreed with her; improvement expected. CHARGERS 
MISS figures to be prominent from the opening bell in this six-furlong 
sprint under jockey Calvin Borel, pressing likely pacesetter SOCIAL ICON, 
and her form has rightfully improved of late taking a hard drop in class 
from maiden allowance to $10K maiden claiming company for trainer 
Benjie Larue. She gets wheeled back off 15 days rest and takes a double-
jump up in class in this spot, however; on the fringes. 
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SELECTIONS: 7-4-5-6 
 
 
RACE TWO 
A compact, albeit competitive field of five has been assembled for the 
second half of the early double, a high-end optional claiming/second-tier 
allowance race going a six and a half-furlong trip on the main track. The 
bay filly NINETEENTH STREET has never run a bad race for trainer Steve 
Margolis and has demonstrated noticeable improvement since getting 
blinkers three starts back. She should get a great trip stalking projected 
front-runners GRIS GRIS and PROMISES BROKEN, and she hooked a nice 
filly in Vertical Oak in the $75K Goldfinch Stakes at Prairie Meadows,—a 
six-furlong heat that went in a snappy 1:09 3/5 over a “sloppy”, sealed 
racetrack—as that rival came back to win the Miss Preakness Stakes (G3) 
at Pimlico on May 19th. She’s undefeated over a “fast” strip with blinkers-
on; rates top billing. LET IT RIDE MOM is a $375,000 daughter of Into 
Mischief out of a graded stakes winning Marlin mare that broke her 
maiden in the $126,000 Glorious Song Stakes at Woodbine over a Tapeta 
surface, and this versatile filly has been competitive at distances from six-
furlongs to a mile and a sixteenth and is capable of stalking the pace or 
settling and making one run. On the down side, she is unproven on a “fast” 
dirt surface, as she caught a “sloppy”, sealed strip in her main track debut 
in the Eight Belles Stakes (G2) on Oaks Day, a race in which she had to 
steady and swerve out at the five-eighths pole, which surely compromised 
her chances. She’s bred top and bottom to relish dirt, will be tighter in her 
second start off the shelf, will try allowance company for the first time and 
is sitting on a sharp :47 4/5 half-mile breeze on May 5th; formidable. GRIS 
GRIS won for fun the last time she was seen facing allowance company 
under the Twin Spires, and she will appreciate turning back to a sprint in 
this spot for trainer Bernie Flint. She’s capable of flashing :21 and change, 
:22 flat speed in a sprint, and I’m guessing she’ll be on the front-end today. 
She has won fifty percent of her starts lifetime in Louisville and will likely 
move forward in her second start off a layoff; threat. PROMISES BROKEN 
will be prominent early in this sprint, however she may have to deal with 
GRIS GRIS, who looks to be a touch quick on paper if that rival is sent when 
the latch is sprung. Her previous two wins have been on the Polytrack at 
Turfway and over a “sloppy” racetrack in the debut effort, however she, 
like several others in the field, will appreciate dropping out of stakes 
company. The race shape from a pace perspective will work against her 
chances, however; hangs around for part with a top effort.  
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-2-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
MOROCCO has fairly salty past turf form, as the bay colt was a solid fourth 
behind a pair of next-out winners that included eventual grade two stakes 
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winner Arklow the last time he was seen on the weeds, and he circled the 
field and was second, beaten a length and a half for all the money, behind a 
next-out winner in his turf debut at Gulfstream Park back in February. 
He’s clearly better on grass, and he hooked a buzz saw in 
Ntestinalfortitude over a “wet-fast”, sealed strip he didn’t care for on Derby 
Day. He has a license to improve in the third start of his current form 
cycle; dirt-to-turf angle very playable. ICONIC is an improving gray son of 
Paddy O’Prado that has never put forth a poor effort on the lawn, and he 
has plenty of upside making just his third career start this afternoon. He 
put in a long, sustained run while ridden along in his debut at Keeneland 
and jumped back on the bridle at the sixteenth pole to finish with good 
interest, and he was only beaten a half-length in his last start, finishing 
four and a half lengths to the good of fellow entrant KITTEN’S GOLD; 
contender. KITTEN’S GOLD is a $340,000 son of Kitten’s Joy out of a 
Dynaformer mare that has never put forth a poor effort on turf for trainer 
Tom Amoss, and he’ll likely move forward in his second start off a three-
month plus layoff in this heat. On the down side, he has been the beaten 
chalk in his past three starts and has lacked a winning move in the stretch 
drive in all four of his prior races. He’ll get a good trip stalking the pace 
under Florent Geroux, however, and will be tighter this time around; 
threat. DIG CHARLIE DIG made up ground over an inside speed-favoring 
racetrack on Derby Day while in the seven-path at the quarter-pole, and he 
will appreciate the surface change to the grass, as both his prior turf starts 
in sprints are solid. Son of Discreetly Mine out of a Smart Strike mare is 
bred to handle the stretch out in distance and figures to be prominent early 
in a heat without a lot of front-running types signed on. He’s an overlaid 8-
1 on the morning line for an outfit that is winning at a 33 percent clip at 
the tilt; using in exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-4-8  
 
 
RACE FOUR 
COMBAT CONTROLLER returns to the races off a brief layoff and will make 
his first start for trainer Al Stall, Jr. in this affair, and the homebred son of 
Awesome Again owns back class advantage over this field in that he has 
faced the likes of next-out winners Sir Ballantine, Blueridge Traveller, 
Local Hero and eventual Illinois Derby (G2) winner Multiplier in the past. 
He was a well-beaten third of 10 in a “live” heat in his last start off the shelf 
and, most importantly, he takes a marked class drop from maiden 
allowance company into the $30,000 maiden claiming ranks this 
afternoon; major player. PITCH COUNT has never run a poor race for a tag 
and the chestnut will make his first start for Hall of Famer Steve 
Asmussen in this spot. He was the beaten favorite in his last start, but he 
was in the five-path at the quarter-pole and was beaten less that two 
lengths for all the money, and he should get a great trip stalking the pace 
breaking from the three-hole under jockey Corey Lanerie; contender. 
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GUS’S TIZZY failed to beat a horse on debut at Arlington 20 days ago, but 
that was against maiden allowance company in a two-turn turf race 
contested over “yielding” terrain, and his chances were compromised in 
that heat when he lunged at the start. Bay son of Tiznow out of a Harlan’s 
Holiday mare is bred to relish a two-turn trip on the main track, and this 
well-bred fellow has plenty of upside making just his second career start 
for trainer Chris Block. He’s another that takes a decisive class drop and is 
10-1 on the morning line; overlay material. CADILLAC RED is the likely 
pacesetter in a race without a lot of front-running types—always a good 
angle—and this chestnut gelding should appreciate the slight turn back in 
distance to this mile and a sixteenth trip. He creeps up in class but hooked 
a next-out winner in his last start and has a license to improve in his 
second start off the shelf; hangs around for a minor award with a top effort. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-6-8 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
The chestnut gelding SPEIGHTFUL SONG takes a huge class drop from 
$50,000 “non-winners of two races lifetime” company into this conditioned 
$8,000 heat this afternoon for trainer Ian Wilkes, and he exits a sizzling-
fast race that went in 1:07 4/5, two-fifths of a second off the three-year 
best time at Churchill for three-quarters of a mile. He faced a nice horse an 
next-out winner Lex Vegas in the penultimate effort and has finished in the 
money in four-of-seven lifetime starts against much tougher adversaries; 
he has never been in this cheap and should get a good trip stalking a hot 
early pace; major player. START A WAR woke up on the drop in his last 
start facing similar company, and he was only a half-length off a next-out 
winner in that heat for trainer Conor Murphy. He broke from the nine-hole 
in that race, did all the heavy lifting and was only narrowly defeated. I like 
the slight turn back in distance to this six-furlong trip; contender. MIGHTY 
MAD gets wheeled back off two weeks rest and will try winners for the first 
time this afternoon, but he’s in the right spot in this $8K “non-winners of 
two lifetime” affair after breaking his maiden for a dime on the drop in his 
last race. He faced a next-out winner in the penultimate effort and is 
eligible for improvement making his second start off a layoff; can’t toss him 
and feel good about it. CONDOMINIUM drops in class, has a :21 and change 
early lick and gets in light with the seven-pound “bug boy” Rayan Gazader 
named for the assignment. He creeps down in class, but his recent form is 
atrocious and there is plenty of other front-running types signed-on in this 
affair; tab for a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-4-7-2 
 
 
RACE SIX 
The fleet-of-foot Street Boss filly LIKE A HURRICANE is the proverbial 
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“speed of the speed” in this eight-furlong turf test, especially on the stretch 
out off a five-panel turf sprint. Dark bay filly figures to dictate the pace 
loose on an early lead, and while her recent form is lackluster at best, she 
has been ambitiously spotted in the past and will make her first start for a 
tag in this spot. I like the rider switch to Joe Rocco, Jr.; choice, gate-to-
wire. I’m drawing a line through ASHLEYS MAGENS BAY’s last start, 
where she was ambitiously spotted in a $100K restricted stakes at Tampa 
Bay Downs, the homebred filly was competitive against $25K starter 
allowance company on the dirt over the winter in Florida, and she’s bred to 
handle the stretch out around two turns. She has hints of green in her 
pedigree and should be able to handle/improve on the surface change to 
turf, and she has enough natural speed to overcome her wide post draw. 
She’s a healthy 15-1 on the morning line; has a shot at a price. PRADO 
VISION has never run a bad race on “firm” turf but is a closer in a race in 
which the opening splits figure to be moderate. She returns to the races off 
a two-month plus hiatus in this spot but ran well in her last start off the 
shelf for a quarter, where she was three lengths and change off a next-out 
winner. She has retained honest form while moving up in class, and this is 
a soft open $50K claiming affair; contender. HOLIDAY’S ANGEL drops 
down in class for the high-percentage Brad Cox outfit, and the daughter of 
Harlan’s Holiday is bred to handle the surface change to turf. Bay filly was 
the beaten chalk at 90-cent on the dollar in her last outing at Indiana 
Grand versus tougher company, but she has improved since returning 
from a near two-month layoff back in mid-March; threat on the drop. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-3-7 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
AUDREY’S DOUBLE looks like a solid play on the drop in this spot for 
trainer Neil Pessin, as this well-bred daughter of Pulpit has never run a bad 
race for a tag and drops in class from $40K conditioned claiming company 
into this $16,000 “non-winners of three” lifetime heat. She’s arguably a 
little better on the turf but has placed in 50 percent of her starts lifetime 
over a “fast” main track and was an honest third despite being four-wide at 
the three-sixteenths-pole in her last race. She’s eligible for improvement in 
the third start of her current form cycle; major player. DROP DEAD RED 
will make her first start off the claim for the Tom Amoss barn, an outfit 
that wins at a high-percentage in this type of situation. Chestnut filly has 
won two-of-three lifetime starts under the Twin Spires and is another that 
drops in class, although this daughter of Hold Me Back was well behind the 
top choice in her last start. I like the turn back to this one-turn mile trip; 
improvement expected. GURLIN exits the key prep for this race but was 
served up by the top choice, though she’s another descending in class and 
turning back in distance looking for form reversal. She ran like she needed 
her last race off a three-month plus layoff, where she stalked a moderate 
pace and tired in the stretch; tighter this time. POR FAVOR overcame an 
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eventful start and was second behind a daylight winner when dropping 
down to this class level in her last start, and the daughter of Scat Daddy 
seems well suited for this one-turn, eight-furlong trip; useful when 
spreading in exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-1-5 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
The bay Speightstown filly FIESTA ran a huge race stepping up in class in 
her first start against winners, and she has improved of late for trainer 
Chris Hartman. She obviously likes the grass, as she overcame a troubled 
start and was rolling late when trying the weeds for the first time in her 
last race, finishing a diminishing neck behind fellow entrant 
TIZAHANDFUL. She’ll get plenty of pace in front of her in this turf sprint to 
set up her late kick; rates top billing. TIZAHANDFUL has been stuck in this 
entry-level allowance condition for a while, but she ran a big race off a near 
two-month layoff in her last start, where she beat the top choice by a neck 
on the square in a blanket finish. Well-bred bay is out of Breeder’s Cup 
Sprint (G1) champ Desert Stormer, has effective tactical speed, and 
seemed to like the flat five-furlong trip on the weeds in her last race. She 
figures to improve in in her second start off a layoff; contender. JOKASA 
returns to the grass in this spot—a surface on which she’s zero-for-10 
lifetime—but she has run well in her past three turf starts and has a license 
for improvement making the third start of her current form cycle for the 
hot Greg Foley barn; dirt-to-turf angle playable. JET AWAY SUE is a 
$320,000 Quality Road filly out of a Quiet American mare that is bred to 
handle the surface change to the turf, and she’ll turn back in distance off 
her past five starts in her first start off a two-month layoff this afternoon. 
She broke her maiden off the sidelines and has placed in 50 percent of her 
lifetime starts; more interested as the price increases. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-7-4-3 
 
 
RACE NINE 
The ultra-consistent bay gelding SPECIAL JO looks like a solid play in the 
nightcap “get out” race, as the well-bred son of Johannesburg creeps back 
into open $7,500 claiming company in this heat making his second start 
off the claim for new connections. He has won four-of-seven starts to date 
in 2017, and he beat a next-out winner in a competitive starter allowance 
affair at Thistledown in his last start three weeks ago in a race that went in 
a snappy 1:10 1/5. He has won his past two starts on this class level, and 
“cat-hopped” by nine lengths and change for a dime two starts back; choice. 
COMO SE LLAMA was only a length and a half off the top choice three 
starts back in the $7,500 starter allowance ranks in Hot Springs and while 
he was the beaten favorite in his last start at Will Rogers Downs at 20 
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cents on the dollar, that race was contested over a “muddy”, sealed 
racetrack that he didn’t like. He loves Churchill Downs having won five-of-
nine starts lifetime under the Twin Spires, and he possesses effective 
tactical speed; contender. HIGHROLLER DAVE ran a brave race in his last 
start when stepping up in class off the claim, as he was only a length and 
change off a game next-out winner in Ship Disturber, and he probably lost 
place money in that heat getting bumped around between rivals in the 
stretch. Versatile gelding has wins on dirt, turf and synthetic surfaces to 
his credit, and he gets in light with the five-pound apprentice Rogelio 
Miranda named for the assignment; threat. AREED will make his first start 
off the claim for the high-percentage Karl Broberg outfit while stepping up 
in class off a race in which he was drilled by nearly 32 lengths as the 
favorite. He lost all chance at the start in that affair, however, when he was 
bothered at the start and got away slow while breaking from the 10-hole 
and was taken out of his front-end running game and didn’t pick his feet 
up. That race went in a quick 1:10 4/5 considering the class level, and he 
was a good third behind SPECIAL JO and COMO SE LLAMA three starts 
back as the tepid favorite at Oaklawn. He’ll be tighter this go-around; 
improvement expected. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-8-5  


